Impact of measuring multiple or single occlusal lesions on estimates of diagnostic accuracy using fluorescence methods.
Carious lesions can occur at different sites on the occlusal surfaces of teeth and may differ in appearance and severity. This study aimed to evaluate how scoring several lesions on occlusal surfaces, as opposed to only one representative lesion, affects estimates of reproducibility and accuracy of fluorescence-based devices. Thirty-six permanent teeth with 2-3 investigation sites (n = 82) were examined by two examiners using the laser fluorescence device DIAGNOdent pen (LF) and the fluorescence camera VistaProof (FC). Lesion depth was then assessed histologically in serial sections of the teeth. Intra-class-correlation coefficients (ICC) and areas under the ROC-curves were calculated for all investigation sites and for one randomly selected site per tooth. Comparing the reproducibility and the performance for the whole sample and the independent sites showed only a small effect or no effect. Measuring multiple sites on teeth with fluorescence devices only moderately influences performance compared to one site being investigated.